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Abstract: Amid the growing demand for energy supply in modern cities, the enhancement of
transmission capacity is receiving considerable attention. In this study, we propose a novel method
of direct forced cooling in pipe-type transmission lines via an external air supply for reducing
the cable temperature and enhancing the ampacity. We conducted numerical simulations using
computationally efficient two-dimensional models and a reduced-length three-dimensional model for
assessing the cooling efficiency, the distance required for temperature convergence, and the fan/pump
capacity required for forced air cooling. We found a 26% increase in ampacity in the case of 5 m/s
inlet air velocity into the pipe conduit. We also built and tested the experimental setup equipped
with a 300 m length model transmission cable. Results of the forced air cooling experiments show
good agreement with numerical simulations. To the best of our knowledge, this study demonstrates
the first analysis and validation of direct cooling in pipe-type cables, presenting a promising path for
efficient power management in modern metropolitan areas.

Keywords: transmission cable; ampacity enhancement; thermo-fluid analysis; forced cooling

1. Introduction

Due to continued urbanization and population growth, energy demand in modern
metropolitan areas keeps escalating [1–3]. Transmission of electrical energy through the
pipe-type power cable [4–6] is highly preferred over aerial lines as a means of energy
supply to cities, by reasons of its low environmental impact and irrelevance to weather
conditions. The current-carrying capacity of a pipe-type transmission cable is affected
by various environmental conditions, such as ambient temperature, bonding condition,
thermal resistivity, and depth of the pipe burial to the surrounding soil [7]. This is because
the heat released from the dielectric loss of the cable, arising from both the conductor and
the insulating materials, limits the maximum ampacity of the transmission line. Such Joule
heating may result in cable damage and potential thermal runaway upon excessive power
transmission. Temperature analysis and control of the pipe-type cable is therefore crucial
for safe, efficient, and sustainable transmission of electrical power toward cities [8].

Accordingly, a number of studies have been conducted to analyze the relationship
between thermal conditions and the current carrying capacity of the cables. Using the finite
element method, Ratchapan et al. [9] analyzed the ampacity of underground low-voltage
cables built with various conduit materials. From a similar approach, Al-Dulaimi et al. [10]
computed the temperature distribution around the pipe-type underground transmission
lines under different thermal conditions. Cable burial depth, thermal resistivity of the
soil, the distance between cables, and backfill material types are considered as the varying
parameters in their research. Also, Ocłoń et al. [11] proposed and validated a heat transfer
model of underground power cables from both finite element simulations and heating
experiments. In recent studies, attempts to control the temperature of pipe-type cables to
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increase the current carrying capacity are being made. For instance, in [12,13], it was shown
via numerical simulations that the ampacity of underground power cables can be enhanced
by improving the thermal conductivity of the surrounding materials and optimizing the
cable-laying method. Furthermore, a numerical study by Kim et al. [14] suggested that
the application of thermal interface material within the pipe-type transmission cable can
significantly enhance the heat transfer characteristics of the cable and contribute to the
ampacity enhancement.

The experimental validation of the cable ampacity enhancement via temperature
control, however, is less tackled. In pioneering studies, Kansai Electric Power Company
and collaborators [15,16] employed the indirect water cooling system in a 3.4 km long
3-circuit underground transmission line (Nankou-Karyoku line). In that system, water
pipes are buried near the cable, and the coolant water is refrigerated in the cooling tower
and circled in the closed loop. The performance of the cooling system was measured via
an online monitoring system and showed good agreement with mathematical predictions.
Subsequently, similar approaches have been made to improve the thermal dissipation
characteristics of the transmission cables (e.g., [17]).

Nonetheless, cooling efficiency in existing indirect methods is inherently reduced by
thermal resistance between the coolant and the heat source (i.e., conductor). To the best
of our knowledge, the method of reducing the temperature of the conductor without heat
transfer through such thermal resistance is yet to be developed or tested, either conceptually
or experimentally. Focusing on this limitation, we propose in this study a direct air cooling
method for reducing the temperature of pipe-type transmission cables and enhancing their
ampacity. The proposed method uses air at ambient or refrigerated temperature as the
working fluid between the cable and the surrounding pipe. We aim to analyze the cooling
effect of the suggested direct forced cooling method via numerical simulations. In addition,
we built an on-ground test facility with a 300 m long model cable and a cooling system to
validate the proposed method.

The structure of this paper is as follows. We first introduce the proposed cooling
method for pipe-type transmission cables in Section 2. We display the details of the numer-
ical simulation and the simulation results in Section 3. Then, we show the experimental
setup for validating the present method along with the experiment results in Section 4,
before concluding with discussions in Section 5.

2. Forced Air Cooling System

The concept of the proposed forced air cooling method is displayed in Figure 1.
In this method, the pipe-type transmission cable is cooled directly via the air, which is in
contact with the outer surface of the cable. A space between the cable and the external
PVC conduit pipe is used as a cooling channel. Air is supplied by the fan at the pipe
inlet, with the optional pump installation at the outlet. The capacity of the fan/pump is
deduced from numerical simulations by calculating the pressure drop within the pipe.
Two different temperature conditions for inlet air are considered: 20 ◦C (ambient air) and
10 ◦C (refrigerated air). A total cable length of 300 m is used for both the simulation and
the experiment.

We consider the 154 kV 2000 mm2 XLPE cable, which is typical for pipe-type transmis-
sion lines, as a target cable to be cooled. We use two different model cables to capture the
thermal characteristics of this cable during the power transmission. The first model (type A
in Figure 1) is a simplified version of the actual pipe-type transmission cable. The inner
part of this model mimics the 154 kV 2000 mm2 XLPE cable, where thermally negligible
cable parts (e.g., metallic sheath and semi-conductive layers) are removed from the model
for simplification. This is because, as shown in Table 1, they either have very high thermal
conductivity or very small thickness, resulting in negligible thermal resistances. The cooling
effect of the actual cable is analyzed with this model. The second model (Type B in Figure 1),
on the contrary, is designed for the validation experiment. This model consists of four
heat sources enclosed by four inner pipes, whose dimensions and thermal characteristics
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are shown in Table 1. Four electric heat wires with a maximum temperature of 80 ◦C are
used as the heat sources. Despite the discrepancy with the real cable geometry, this type
of cable model enables the reproduction of thermal conditions within the pipe conduit
without applying electrical power to the actual power cable. The thermal similarity of
Type A (actual cable model) and Type B (thermal model) cross-sectional models will be
displayed in Section 3.2. Considering the left–right symmetry of the cable models, only
half of the cable is modeled and simulated, while the centerline is treated adiabatic.

Figure 1. Schematic of the forced air cooling method applied on the model transmission cable. For
dimensions of the cross sections, see Table 1.

Table 1. Material, inner diameter, thickness, and thermal conductivity of the materials used for
simulation and experiment. SC Layer denotes the semi-conductive layer, whose thermal conductivity
is shown in [18]. * Metallic sheath and SC layers are neglected in the numerical model, and their
dimensions correspond to 2000 mm2 154 kV XLPE transmission cable (Type A).

Item Material Diameter (in) Thickness Thermal Conductivity

Conductor (Type A) Copper 50 mm - 400 W/m·K
Conductor (Type B) Copper 5 mm - 400 W/m·K
Inner Pipe (Type A) PVC 127 mm 2.0 mm 0.4 W/m·K
Inner Pipe (Type B) PVC 44 mm 1.0 mm 0.4 W/m·K

Insulator XLPE 50 mm 38.5 mm 0.28 W/m·K
Outer Pipe PVC 230 mm 4 mm 0.4 W/m·K

Metallic Sheath * Al 98 mm 2.6 mm 237 W/m·K
Inner SC Layer * Polymer 55 mm 2.0 mm 0.60–0.85 W/m·K
Outer SC Layer * Polymer 80 mm 1.0 mm 0.60–0.85 W/m·K

As mentioned previously in the introduction, the cooling effect of the proposed method
is assessed via numerical simulations and the validation experiment. In numerical simu-
lations, we aim to compute the temperature reduction of the model cable and the corre-
sponding increase in ampacity. Because the aspect ratio is very high (the length of the cable
is much greater than the diameter), full-scale finite difference analysis is computationally
expensive and inefficient. Therefore, we conduct a two-dimensional thermal analysis in the
cable cross-section, assuming the thermally fully developed condition. The heat dissipation
characteristics of such a model are extracted from reduced-length three-dimensional analy-
sis. As for the validation experiment, we build a test facility with 300 m type B model cable
in Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) Power Testing Center in Gochang, South
Korea. An inlet pump connected to the refrigeration system is used to supply the cooling
air, and the temperature within the pipe conduit is measured at 30 m intervals. Using this
test facility, we compare the temperature before and after the application of the forced air
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cooling, aiming to evaluate the cooling effect. Further details of the simulation and the
experiment will be discussed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.

3. Numerical Simulations
3.1. Modeling and Simulation Details

Figure 2 shows the pipe-type transmission cable models used for the present study.
First, Figure 2a shows the reduced-length three-dimensional model. Instead of building a
full-length (300 m) model, this model has a length of 1.8 m, which is enough for hydrody-
namic and thermal development (to be discussed with more details in Section 3.2). The inner
part of the pipe conduit consists of the realistic cable model (Type A, Figure 2b) and the
experimental model for validation (Type B, Figure 2c), whose geometries were discussed
previously in Section 2. The convection heat transfer characteristics of the air between the
inner cable and the outer pipe are initially drawn from a three-dimensional model and
converted into an equivalent conduction heat transfer coefficient. Finally, Figure 2d shows
the axisymmetric pipe-type transmission cable model used for calculating the temperature
profile along the cable and the pump capacity required for forced air cooling. The length of
the axisymmetric model is set to 300 m. Because of the non-axisymmetricity of the actual
transmission line (inner cable located at the pipe bottom due to gravity), we adjust the
radius of the pipe conduit, aiming to capture the hydrodynamic and thermal characteris-
tics of the three-dimensional model. The result of such an adjustment will be shown in
Section 3.2. The inlet temperatures of the coolant air are set to 10 ◦C and 20 ◦C, and the
inlet velocities are set to 0 (natural convection; for reference), 1, 5, and 10 m/s (forced
convection). Considering the setup of the validation experiment, the outer boundary of the
pipe conduit is considered natural convection with the ambient air.

Figure 2. (a) Reduced-length (1.8 m) three-dimensional cable model. (b) Type A and (c) Type B
two-dimensional cross-sectional cable model. (d) Axisymmetric cable model (partially displayed).
See Table 1 for the dimensions of cross-sectional cable models.

Figure 3 shows the convection heat transfer coefficients at the surface of the inner cable.
In all inlet velocities considered, a convergence in the convection heat transfer coefficient
is found at around 1 m from the entrance. Therefore, the heat transfer analysis using the
two-dimensional cross-sectional model can accurately be conducted by converting the
converged convection heat transfer coefficients into the conduction heat transfer coefficient
of the air between the inner cable and the outer pipe.
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Figure 3. Convective heat transfer coefficient (h) at the cable surface obtained at various inlet air
velocities (u) via numerical simulations in 3D cable model (Figure 2d). The dependence on inlet
temperature is found to be negligible.

The heat transfer in a three-dimensional model is computed by numerically solving
the following governing equations via the finite difference method:

ρcpu · ∇T +∇ · q = Q + Qp + Qvd, (1a)

q = −k∇T, (1b)

where cp [J/kg·K] is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, u [m/s] is the velocity
vector, q [W/m2] is the heat flux by conduction, k [W/m·K] is thermal conductivity, and T
[K] is temperature. ρ [kg/m3] is the density computed from the ideal gas assumption
(ρ = pA/RsT, where pA [Pa] is the absolute pressure and Rs [J/kg·K] is the specific gas
constant). Qp [W/m3] is the heating under adiabatic compression, which is equal to

αpT( ∂p
∂t + u · ∇p), where αp [1/K] is the thermal expansion coefficient. Qvd [W/m3] is

the viscous dissipation in fluid (Qvd = τ∇u). Turbulent fluid flow is modeled using
the k − ϵ turbulence model, whose governing equations are left out for brevity. For a
two-dimensional model, we alternatively solve the following equations:

dzρcpu · ∇T +∇ · q = dzQ + q0 + dzQp + dzQvd, (2a)

q = −dzk∇T, (2b)

where dz [m] is the thickness of a two-dimensional physical model. Midplanes of the
three-dimensional and the cross-sectional model are considered adiabatic (−n · q = 0),
based on the symmetric geometry. All simulations are conducted in stationary conditions
using the COMSOL V6 multiphysics and heat transfer software.

3.2. Simulation Result and Discussion

In this section, we describe the results of numerical simulations that used the models
that were presented in Section 3.1. The temperature distribution within the pipe-type
transmission cable in the realistic model (Type A) with natural and forced air cooling
at saturated conditions is shown in Figure 4. In this result, the heat release rate of the
conductor is set to a constant, which is equivalent to the temperature of 80 ◦C without
forced cooling (Figure 4a). If the temperature of the conductor is fixed, instead of its heat
release rate, the maximum heat release rate of the conductor is increased to 128%, 159%,
and 165% in case of 1, 5, and 10 m/s inlet air velocities. This is equivalent to the allowance
of transmission ampacity of 113%, 126%, and 128%. The result of this fixed-temperature
thermal analysis using a cross-sectional model is summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 4. Temperature distribution within Type A model cable (a) before and (b–d) after the appli-
cation of direct forced air cooling. The heat release rate from the conductor is kept constant, which
is equivalent to the temperature of 80 ◦C in subfigure (a). Inlet air velocity (u) is set to (b) 1 m/s,
(c) 5 m/s, and (d) 10 m/s. Hydrodynamically and thermally fully-developed condition is assumed.

Table 2. Heat loss of the conductor (qmax) at constant cable temperature (80 ◦C), maximum current al-
lowance (Imax), and converged coolant air temperature (Tair,avg) at reference cable heat loss computed
with various inlet air velocities (uin). Simulations are conducted using the cross-section of Type A
model cable at hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed conditions.

uin qmax Imax Tair,avg

0 m/s 18.67 W/m (100%) 100% 41.5 ◦C
1 m/s 23.93 W/m (128%) 113% 36.8 ◦C
5 m/s 29.68 W/m (159%) 126% 34.2 ◦C

10 m/s 30.92 W/m (165%) 128% 34.1 ◦C

Similar thermal analyses are conducted using the type B cable model, whose results
are shown in Figure 5 and Table 3. In the case of fixed conductor temperature at 80 ◦C,
the maximum heat release rates of the conductor at the inlet air velocities of 1, 5, and 10 m/s
are computed as 129%, 161%, and 163%, which is equivalent to the transmission ampacity
of 114%, 127%, and 128%, respectively, compared to the natural convection case. These
results are similar to those of the actual cable model (Type A), justifying the efficacy of
the validation experiment using the Type B model cable. Specifically, conductor heat
loss (qmax) and the maximum current allowance (Imax) of two models (Type A, Type B)
differed no more than two and one percentage points, respectively, as can be found from
Tables 2 and 3. In both types of the cable model, we found that a significant increase of
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the maximum heat release rate and the transmission ampacity is achieved until the inlet
air velocity of 5 m/s, while just a little enhancement in cooling effect was achieved upon
a further increase of air velocity to 10 m/s. Therefore, we concluded that the forced air
cooling with the inlet air velocity no greater than 5 m/s should be adopted for efficient
cooling. It is worth mentioning that the results of the simulations are obtained under the
standard ambient air condition (20 ◦C), and the efficiency of the cable cooling may vary
upon different environmental conditions.

Figure 5. Temperature distribution within Type B model cable (a) before and (b–d) after the appli-
cation of direct forced air cooling. The heat release rate from the conductor is kept constant, which
is equivalent to the temperature of 80 ◦C in subfigure (a). Inlet air velocity (u) is set to (b) 1 m/s,
(c) 5 m/s, and (d) 10 m/s. Hydrodynamically and thermally fully-developed condition is assumed.

Table 3. Overall heat loss of the conductors (qmax) at constant cable temperature (80 ◦C), maximum
current allowance (Imax), and converged coolant air temperature (Tair,avg) at reference cable heat loss
computed with various inlet velocities (uin). Simulations are conducted using the cross-section of
Type B model cable at hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed conditions.

uin qmax Imax Tair,avg

0 m/s 14.01 W/m (100%) 100% 34.4 ◦C
1 m/s 18.12 W/m (129%) 114% 30.8 ◦C
5 m/s 22.54 W/m (161%) 127% 30.1 ◦C
10 m/s 23.59 W/m (163%) 128% 30.3 ◦C
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The next question that can be naturally asked would be, at which point are the cross-
sectional temperature profiles shown in Figures 4 and 5 found? Although the convective
heat transfer characteristics at the outer boundary of the inner cable converge at around 1 m
from the inlet (see Figure 3), the convergence in temperature profile is achieved at much
downstream. We use the 300 m length axisymmetric cable model (Figure 2d) to find the
convergence in temperature. Specifically, we find the position where the first decimal of the
average coolant air temperature (Tair,avg, in ◦C) does not change for at least one meter in the
flow direction, and define that position as the temperature converging point. Considering
the simulation results in the previous paragraph, we exclude the inlet air velocity of the
10 m/s case and analyze 0 (natural convection), 1, and 5 m/s (forced convection) cases
only. The result of the convergence analysis using the axisymmetric cable model is shown
in Table 4. In the forced cooling case using the ambient air (20 ◦C), the temperature
convergence was made close to the pipe entrance (11.8 m and 10.3 m for 1 m/s and 5 m/s
inlet air velocities, respectively), and the distance required for the convergence was similar
to the natural convection case (11.1 m). On the contrary, refrigerated air cooling (10 ◦C)
cases showed longer distance for the temperature convergence, requiring 40.2 m and 75.0 m
in 1 m/s and 5 m/s inlet air velocities, respectively.

Table 4. Distance required for temperature convergence (Lconv) at different inlet temperatures (Tin)
and inlet air velocities (uin). The inlet velocity of 0 m/s indicate natural convection, while other cases
indicate forced convection.

Tin uin Lconv

20 ◦C
0 m/s (natural) 11.1 m
1 m/s (forced) 11.8 m
5 m/s (forced) 10.3 m

10 ◦C 1 m/s (forced) 40.2 m
5 m/s (forced) 75.0 m

Finally, we determine the fan/pump capacity required for the air supply by computing
the pressure drop within the pipe conduit. We first compute the pressure drop using
the reduced-length three-dimensional model (Figure 2a) and the axisymmetric model
(Figure 2d). Then, we adjust the diameter of the axisymmetric model to match the pressure
gradient (∆P/x) of the three-dimensional model (see Figure 6). The Type A cable model is
used in the three-dimensional model for this analysis because it requires higher fan/pump
power compared to the Type B model. Finally, using the diameter-adjusted axisymmetric
model, we conduct the pressure drop analysis of the full-length pipe model. From the
pressure difference between the pipe inlet and outlet (∆P [Pa]), we compute the fan/pump
capacity (Q [W]) using the following relationship:

Q = η∆PV̇, (3)

where η is the non-dimensional fan efficiency and V̇ [m3/s] is the volume flow rate of
the air. Among the general fan efficiency 0.4–0.6, we select the harsh condition 0.4 for the
analysis. Also, we give the safety factor of 2 to compensate for the simplified geometry
of the pipe conduit (e.g., pipe curvature [19], surface roughness [20], compressibility of
the air [21], hydrodynamic instability and turbulence [22,23], etc.). As a result, in the
1 m/s inlet air velocity case, a pressure drop of 2.74 Pa/m is deduced from the simulation,
which can be converted into 0.128 kW fan/pump power for 300 m pipe conduit. Similarly,
in the 5 m/s inlet air velocity case, pressure drop and fan/pump power are computed as
41.81 Pa/m and 9.78 kW, respectively. Despite the minor increase in cooling effect, a much
higher fan/pump power of 69.93 kW was required in the 10 m/s inlet air velocity case,
reassuring our previous conclusion that an inlet air velocity greater than 5 m/s is inefficient.
The fan/pump capacity calculated here can be carried solely by a fan at the pipe inlet or a
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pump at the pipe outlet. Also, both fan and pump can be installed at the pipe inlet and
outlet, carrying half the required capacity each.

0 500 1000 1500

0

100

200

300 3D

2D

Figure 6. Comparison of the pressure drop characteristics (∆P) within the reduced-length three-
dimensional cable model (Figure 2a, grey squares) and the two-dimensional axisymmetric cable
model (Figure 2d, red circles).

4. Experimental Validation

We now present the experimental setup and results for validating the thermal models
and the analysis results displayed in Section 3. Figure 7 shows the schematic of the test
facility installed in KEPCO Power Testing Center in Gochang, Republic of Korea, for the
validation of the proposed cable cooling method. The coolant air is supplied into the
cooling channel between the inner pipe and the outer pipe conduit. The temperature of
the coolant air is controlled by the air conditioner (Carrier CP-2005AXA). The blower at
the air inlet and pump at the outlet (Hwanghae HRB-700 three-phase ring blower motor)
are designed to circulate the air at a constant rate. In every test condition, we operate the
cooling system for over 300 consecutive minutes before measuring the temperature of the
pipe conduit for sufficient thermal convergence.

The sub-figures of Figure 8 show the pictures of the validation test facility. By con-
necting ten 30 m pipe conduits (Figure 8c), a full-length model transmission cable with a
total length of 300 m is built (Figure 8a). Type B model cable is installed within the pipe
conduit, and the air temperature at the middle of the inner and outer pipe is recorded every
30 m (Figure 8b). Air velocity and temperature are measured using hot-wire anemometer
(TES-1341N with flexible probe, precision 0.01 m/s and 0.1 ◦C).

In order to perfectly reproduce the environmental condition of the test site via the
numerical simulation framework introduced in Section 3, we adjust the ambient temper-
ature condition of the numerical model. Specifically, we recognize that the atmospheric
temperature measured at the test site (33 ◦C) is much higher than the standard air condition
assumed in Section 3 (20 ◦C), and use the former temperature for the additional analysis.
As a result, we were able to capture the thermal characteristics of the validation experiment
with the updated numerical model, where the air temperature within the pipe conduit was
47 ◦C without air cooling. All other conditions and simulation details, such as dimensions,
thermal properties, and boundary conditions, are kept identical to the framework described
in Section 3.

As mentioned above, we reduced the temperature of the coolant air using the refrigera-
tor (Figure 9a). The cooled air is then supplied into the pipe conduit via the interface device
(Figure 9b). The temperature and velocity of the coolant air measured at the pipe inlet were
18 ◦C and 4 m/s, respectively. The cooling effect of the direct air cooling with ambient
(33 ◦C) air at the same environmental condition is assessed by numerical simulation only.
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram (not to scale) of the direct air cooling test facility installed in KEPCO
Power Testing Center.

Figure 8. Pictures showing (a) the model cable installed in the test site, (b) the air temperature
measurement within the model cable, and (c) the connection between pipe conduit segments.

Figure 10 shows the results of the validation experiment and its comparison to the
simulation results. Because the increment in heat release rate and current-carrying capacity
shown in Tables 2 and 3 are difficult to be experimentally measured, we alternatively
validate the numerical model by measuring the decrease in air temperature within the
pipe conduit. In the experiment, the air temperature dropped from 47 ◦C to 41.6–42.7 ◦C
after applying the forced air cooling in the converged situation, marking the saturated
average temperature of 42.0 ◦C. The convergence in temperature was reached between
60 m and 90 m from the pipe inlet. The results of the validation experiment well match
the numerical simulation results, in terms of temperature and convergence characteristics,
confirming the reliability of the numerical simulations conducted in the present study.
Specifically, the simulation results show that the air temperature within the pipe converges
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to 46.0 ◦C and 41.4 ◦C before and after the air cooling with 18 ◦C air, respectively. These
simulation results, in absolute temperature, indicate the deviation of 0.4% and 0.2% from the
experimental observation. Thus, we could conclude that the cable temperature reduction
and the ampacity enhancement from the direct pipe air cooling computed in Section 3 are
sufficiently reliable.

Figure 9. Pictures showing (a) air supply at the entrance of the pipe conduit and (b) refrigeration of
the supplied air.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

10
5

0

10

20

30

40

50

No Cooling, Sim.

No Cooling, Exp.

Cooling (33C air), Sim.

Cooling (18C air), Sim.

Cooling (18C air), Exp.

Figure 10. Air temperature within the pipe conduit before (grey) and after (blue) the application
of direct forced cooling. Cross markers show experimental measurements and solid lines show
numerical simulation results. Dashed lines are assumptions derived from the symmetry of the cable
(no cooling case) and saturation of the temperature profile (cooling cases).

5. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a novel direct cooling method for the pipe-type trans-
mission cable to improve the cable’s heat transfer characteristics, leading to ampacity
enhancement. We conducted numerical simulations using a realistic cable model and a val-
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idating experimental model. From the two-dimensional cross-sectional analysis in the fully
developed condition, we found an ampacity increase of 13–28% in both models, depending
on the inlet air velocity. We also computed the distance for temperature convergence and
fan/pump capacity using an axisymmetric cable model. We verified the reliability of the
numerical simulations via the full-scale (300 m) experiment, whose results showed a good
match with the simulation results. This study constitutes the first attempt in direct air
cooling of pipe-type transmission cables, to the best of our knowledge.

There are several important implications of the present study. First, we have proposed
a novel method for analyzing the cooling effect of the transmission cable. This method
consists of (1) reduced-length three-dimensional analysis for extracting the heat transfer
characteristics of the cable, (2) cross-sectional analysis in thermally converged conditions,
and (3) axisymmetric analysis for computing the distance until convergence. Such a
series of analyses enables the accurate estimation of the cooling effect without requiring
computationally expensive full-scale three-dimensional simulations. Second, we have
conducted a full-scale experiment to validate the direct cooling method. In line with the
analysis method described above, the validation experiment can ensure the reliability of the
numerical simulations on cable cooling. Finally, unlike the existing cable-cooling methods
(e.g., water cooling via pipe burial), the proposed direct cooling system does not require
additional installation of the cooling line alongside the pipe conduit. Instead, only the air
blowers with optional air conditioners at every 300 m of the transmission line are required.
This allows for the efficient installation and operation of the cable cooling system, from both
engineering and economic points of view.

Several improvements in the simulation and experiment of the present method can
be made through future studies. First, every simulation in this study is performed in
the stationary condition. Therefore, the temperature measurements in the validation
experiment were conducted after sufficient time since the heat application. This is because
the present study focuses on the assessment of the maximum ampacity increment, rather
than time-varying cooling performance. In the actual transmission cables, however, it might
also be important to assess how fast the cooling system can reduce the temperature of the
transmission cables. Furthermore, in practical transmission occasions, the heat release rate
of the cable can vary over time. Thus, one can conduct the transient heat transfer analysis
in future studies. Second, in both the numerical and experimental analysis of this study, we
used cable models that are thermally equivalent to the actual transmission cable. Further
experimental validation of the present cooling method can be conducted using an actual
power transmission cable, e.g., the 154 kV XLPE cable simulated in this study. Finally,
pipe-type transmission cables are majorly used for underground applications. Although not
shown in this study because of experimental limitations, future research can be conducted
in an underground environment [24,25].
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